A similar omission was made for 5H D.
Breadth of the E Band in NaCI, A. M. KxRo, C. W. MCCoMBIE, AND A. M. MvRRAY LPhys. Rev. 119, 504 (1960) j. In the calculation of the generalized forces on the lattice vibration modes a mistake was made in interpreting the data which Dr. Karo supplied on the modes of the perfect lattice. In effect the wave numbers of all modes were doubled. After correction the calculated breadth of the I" band at O'K is reduced by about 12%. The main peak of the histogram of contributions to the mean square breadth from modes in the various frequency ranges is shifted to a higher frequency (pi = 4.25 &(10" sec ') and no longer agrees with the empirical configuration coordinate frequency (pi = 2.76 X 10"sec ').
As a result the temperature dependence now obtained for the breadth of the band is not appreciably better than in previous absolute calculations by other workers.
As was stated, the main assumption in the calculation was that the effect of the imperfection on the normal modes could be neglected. The results of the revised calculation therefore suggest that satisfactory agreement with experiment cannot be obtained without considering the modification of the lattice vibration modes by the imperfection. 
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